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Variety in Evergreen Magnolias II 

Richard B. Figlar 

Some of you might remember the late Joe McDaniel's article, "Variety in 

Evergreen Magnolias" from the July I97) journal Mngnolirr (then named 
Nemslcttcr of tire Americnrr Mngnolirr Society). In the article, Joe elaborates 
mainly on the various cultivars of Magnolia grnndiflorn and M. nrrgininnn 

var. nnstrnlis. While also briefly touching on the merits of two Chinese 
species, M. deinnnyi and M. nitidn, he mentions the unsuitability of sever- 
al Mexican and Central American relatives of the American M, gnrrrdiflr- 

rr (he was probably referring to M. grrntcmrrlensis, M. slrnrpr'I', !md M. scirie- 

dennn). He went on to describe Puerto Rico's two native species, M. spien- 

derrs nnd M. Portoricensis, while lamenting their lack of hardiness for use in 

temperate climates. 

I first read Joe's article back in Ig76 and I distinctly remember how it elevat- 

ed my curiosity of magnolias to an even higher level. Just what were these 
exotic evergreen magnolias like? I wanted to see them, touch them, and 

grow them myself even if that meant cultivating them inside my house in 

containers (I lived in New Jersev at that time). Eventually, the knowledge 
gained from observing and studying exotic evergreen magnolias further 
intensified my curiosity and appreciation for a)I magnolias including the 
deciduous magnolias that I could grow outside. 

Quite a bit has changed since Joe wrote that article. Thanks to the efforts 
of magnolia researchers like Liu Yu-Hu (China spp. ), Hans P. Nooteboom 
(ss Asian spp. ), J. Antonio Vazquez-G. (Mexican and Central American 

spp. ), and Gustavo Lozano-C. (South American spp. ), as well as advanc- 
es in molecular study of magnolias by Sangtae Kim, Hiroshi Azuma, and 
others, we know a lot more about magnolias and their relationships. Today, 
there are far more evergreen magnolia species identified than Joe McDaniel 
could have ever imagined, probablv over zoo evergreen species. But, we are 
just starting to scratch the surface in determining which ones can grow in 

warm temperate areas of the planet such as here in southeastern us. That 
is the objective of this article — to give a preliminary evaluation of exotic 
evergreen magnolias in southeastern I!s, based mostly on my experienc- 
es here at Magnolian Grove Arboretum in western Pickens County, South 
Carolina. 
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Setting and Climate 
Magnolian Grove Arboretum (Moa) — named in honor of William Bartram, 
the famous lga century plant explorer — is situated on part of zo acres of 
mostly north-facing slope here in the foothills of Blue Ridge Mountains. 
Bartram, who had once written about the lush "Magnolian groves" that 
he encountered on one of his journeys through nearby Georgia, actual- 
ly discovered Magnolia fraseri in this part of South Carolina, perhaps near 
our property. Of the 4oo plus Magnolias that I' ve planted here since 1992, 
about half are evergreen representing some 32 species. 

Based on the latest (unpublished), vsoA Hardiness Zone Map, MGA is con- 
sidered to be on the zone 7b/ga boundary. Using my own temperature re- 
cording observations the past 14 years and through extrapolation of weath- 
er records from nearby Greenville, zone ga pmbably best describes our har- 
diness zone. The coldest I' ve recorded during the 14 years is 6'F (-14. 4'c), 
while in most winters the lowest temperature failed to drop below 13'F 
(-1o. 6'c ). Our 1ooo feet elevation promotes good air drainage and keeps 
us slightly warmer than the surrounding valleys. Most January days are 
mild averaging in the low 3os F (1os c) during the day and low 3os F (-rc) 
at night. Durations of below freezing temperatures lasting over 24 consec- 
utive hours are rare and don't occur every year. However, our summers 
are very warm with July days averaging near 9o'F (32. 2'c) during the day 
and yo'F (21. 1'c) at night. Annual precipitation averages 6oin (173cm) per 
year and is more or less evenly distributed over the 12 months. Compared 
with other parts of southeastern vs, our dimate is very similar to that of the 
major cities along or near the Interstate 83 highway corridor: Raleigh Nc, 
Charlotte Nc, Spartanburg sc, Greenville sc, Athens cA, and Atlanta cA. 

The following is a compilation of preliminary results for all of the evergreen 
species that I have tried here. Hardiness zone and horticultural merit are 
also discussed for each species, and reference is given to information or 
photographs in the book, Magnolias of China (Liu, zoo4) and other sources 
where appropriate. The tested species are listed by taxonomic group: sec- 
tion Michelia, section Magnolia, section Manglietia, section Gunflimfa, and 
section Gynopodi um. 

Section Michelia 
The former genus Michelia, now placed in subgenus Yulania (Figlar, zooo; 
Figlar and Nooteboom, zoo4), is composed of the evergreen counterparts of 
the famous deciduous section Yulania species that include species such as 
M. stellata, M. denudata, etc. Important similarities include late-winter/ear- 
ly-spring flowering, usually before new leaves are produced, and stamens 
that are persistent on the floral axis we)I past the male phase of the flow- 
er. The majority, but not all, michelias bear flowers on abbreviated shoots 
along main branches, thus appearing pseudo-axillary as is sometimes seen 
in Magnolia stellata and other deciduous section Yulania species. 
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All of the section Michelia species are from China or neighboring countries 
to the south and west, and are mostly warm, temperate, not tropical spe- 
cies as has sometimes been reported. Since they are closely related to the 

deciduous Yulauia magnolias, they are easily propagated by grafting on 
to rootstocks of M. kobus, M, acuminate, and others in that group. My ex- 

perience has shown that species endemic to Yunnan province and south- 

western China are generally more tender than those native to southeast- 

ern China. Perhaps taxa of more eastern provenance acquired hardiness 

during the Pleistocene since they couldn't migrate south as easily as those 
in southwestern China. Unlike our native, M. grandiflora, which goes into 
winter with three seasons' worth of leaves, michelias usually enter the win- 

ter with only one set — the leaves produced that year. 

Magnolia cashcarsif 

This magnolia's classification track record is a long one: Michelia cathcartii 

(Hooker and Thomson, i ay), San I parce ca thea rrii (Kuntze, i 89 i), A IcI'mnnd ro 

ca thea rtii (Dandy, i 9z7), and finally Magnolia ca then rti i (Chen and Nooteboom, 

r98g). It is similar to other michelias mentioned here except that its blooms 
are positioned at the ends of long shoots as in traditional magnolias. Its long- 
stamened flowers are distinctive and ornamental (see Liu, page i9). For its 
introduction into North America, it went on test at McA in zoos and easily 
survived its first winter (6'B ( — i4'c)), but then succumbed the following 
mild winter. I believe this was caused more by my poor planting job rath- 

er than by climate. I have one remaining graft. 

Magnolia cavaleriel 

This species is similar in foliage and flower to M, maudine and M. platy- 

petala, but its leaves are longer, and the fragrant, five-inch diameter flow- 

ers have iz tepals instead of nine. Interestingly, the flowers often resemble 
miniature M. campbellii blooms since the four inner tepals remain closed 
at first (see photo). Its main disadvantage is that it normally blooms here 
in early February. This year my plant bloomed on January igh The flow- 

ers were frosted the next day. Though it appears to be fully hardy here, M. 
maudiae exceeds it in terms of vigor and flower production. Estimated har- 

diness: zone yb. 

Magnolia chapensis 

Native to southeast China, this plant has very distinctive bullate leaves 

(somewhat blistered with veins impressed) that don't appear to be rugged 
enough to go through the winter, but they are. South Carolina Botanical 
Garden has a beautiful zoft (6. im) specimen, but like our plants at McA it 
hasn't flowered as of yet. Similar to M. ernestii, there might be limitations 

for its use in general horticulture. Flowers are said to be yellow and just 
two to three inches in diameter (six tepals). Plants under the name Michelia 

tsoi are Magnolia chapensis. Estimated hardiness: zone 7b. 
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Mognoio corolerier bloom. Note simIlanty of Aower 
form to M compbella 

M ognoiia dlaniea 

This, the former Michelia yun- 
nanensis, quite possibly has 
the highest potential for or- 
namental horticulture of all 
the exotic evergreen magno- 
lias in this list. It was renamed 
Magnolia dianica by Sima 
Yong-Kang (zoot). Endemic to 
Yunnan province in sw China, 
it produces delightful, small, 
pure white flowers in early 
April at McA on a shrub-like 
plant that can become a small 
tree (see Don King's cover 
photos and article by Glyn 
Church in Magnolia, Vol. 4o, 
No. 77). Undoubtedly closely 
related to the similarly hardy 
Magnolia fig, M. dianica is far 
more ornamental than the for- 
mer species as one can easily 
see from Glyn Church's pho- 
tograph on page 18. Selections 
are currently being made, es- 
pecially in Australia and Nz. 
Breeding could eventually 

produce possible improvements as well, espedally if crossed with larger 
flowered (and earlier flowering) species. Crossing it with M. Sieliata could 
also be interesting. Estimated hardiness: zone 7a (6b?) 

Magnolia doltsopa 

Undoubtedly, many, including the late John Allen Smith, have tried and 
failed with this outstanding species here in the Southeast. I have a few 
plants that have over wintered successfully in containers with only minor 
leaf damage, so I now have it on test here at McA. Much has been published 
regarding this species and its ornamental merit (see Treseder & Blarney, 
1981). Pat McCracken theorizes that most M. doltsopa propagated in the us 
are from plants of less cold hardy provenance. He favors testing seedlings 
from proven hardier cultivars like the Nz cultivar 'Rusty. ' 

Hopefully, there 
will be more to say about its hardiness in the future. 

Magnolia ernestii 

Formerly known as Mi chelia toi lsonii, its new name still commemorates Ernest 
Wilson by using his first name. Native to the Metasequoia region of China, 
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M. erneslii is a fairly cold hardy species that actually withstood one win- 

ter outside in Pomona, Nv (Zone 6b) with some twig dieback. It produces 
sma)I pale yellow flowers of g to I 2 tepals (see Liu, page 5~), but my large, 
eight-year-old plants still haven't flowered. There are other disadvantages: 
its leaf petioles are weak and the leaves are not very winter durable, so its 
evergreen leaves are easily damaged or broken away even in mild winters. 
If that's not enough, it breaks vegetative dormancy very early (mid-March), 
and thus can be easily damaged by frost. Hopefully, these negatives will 

be offset when it finally blooms. Some nurseries have offered it under the 
invalid name, Michelin sinensis. Perhaps breeders should consider crossing 
M. ernestii with M, ncnrninnln var. snbcordnln with the goal of deeper yellow 
blooms on a hardy tree. Estimated hardiness: zone ya. 

Magnolia floribonda 

Scions of this species were obtained from Sapa province in northern Vietnam 

via Tom Hudson (rrrryo7) and grafted on to M. x loebneri. It suffered much 
damage its first winter here and died shortly thereafter. It's very likely not 
hardy here. For more information and photos, see Liu, page 254. 

Magnolia flgo (and its varieties) 
Mngnolin figo is an old denizen of southern us gardens. It's camellia-like 

foliage presentation and "candy banana" fragrance of its small inconspic- 
uous, April-blooming, flowers make it a great foundation plant (nice pho- 
tos of form and flower in Liu, page 252 ). 

Recently, Magnolia figo var. skinneri ann has become commercially available 
and seems to be a more robust grower than the original variety. In addi- 
tion, it tends to re-bloom during the summer months. The only other dif- 
ference between these two varieties has to do with twig color: tan to taw- 

ny in var. skinnerinnn, dark gray brown in var figo. Another variety M figo 
var. crnssi pes, differs little from the other two except for its deep purple to 
purple-red flowers. AII of these are fully hardy here. Interestingly, M. figo 
has been crossed with M. nctmtinnln producing an intermediate plant with 
acuminata-like blooms (except there are no sepaloid tepals) sometimes 
with a slight, barely perceptible, banana scent. Breeders should consider 
using var. crnssipes for crossing with larger-flowered species. All varieties 
are endemic to sE China especially Guangdong province. Estimated har- 

diness: zone 7b. 

Magnolia x foggll 

This hybrid between the tender Yunnan plant, M. do/lsopn, and the hardy M. 
fi'go is easily as hardy as its Banana Shrub parent. Its fairly large, fragrant, 
white flowers are even produced on very young plants. It is perfectly har- 

dy at McA. Estimated hardiness: zone 7b. 
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Magnolia foveolata 

Another very hardy species, M. foveolata, has distinctive cup-shaped flow- 
ers with the gynoecium extending beyond the reach of the tepals — an in- 
teresting sight (see photos and artwork, Liu, pages 2S6-zing). This species 
is probably the last one to wake from winter dormancy and one of the lat- 
est to flower (probably late April), so it may be the most advantageous spe- 
cies of the Michelia group to grow in southeastern United States. Flowers 
are white to cream, t — Sin (to — 12. 7cm) in diameter when open flat. Leaves 
are thick and semi-glossy, looking somewhat similar to M. grandiflora but 
often larger, to 1 zin (3ocm) long by gin (1 zcm) wide. Its thick, winter-dura- 
ble, leaves have never been injured by our winters. Stems, buds, and leaves 
(both sides at first) are lightly to thickly covered with golden-russet or sil- 
ver pubescence (see photo). Moreover, this indumentum glistens unlike 
the dull red-brown felt on M. grandiflortn Native to wide range of southeast 
China, as expected, there is much variability from plant to plant. One supe- 
rior cultivar has already been selected: the "Shibamichi clone" has intense 
shiny copper indumentum on the buds, twigs, and leaf backs. Undoubtedly, 

more superior cultivars are 
likely to be selected. Some 
botanists place Michelia aenca 
and M. fulgens (see Liu, pag- 
es 212 and 262) into Magnolia 
foveolata, and I would tend to 
agree. Estimated hardiness: 
zone 7a. 

Rich foliage of M foreoloto Note the ghstenlng, 

golden indumentum on the top side of the new leaf. 

Magnolia foveolata var. 
cinerascens 

This is similar to the previ- 
ous taxon except that the 
indumentum is mainly sil- 
ver-gray, and is not retained 
on the top (adaxial) sides of 
leaves. Thus, the foliage ap- 
pears darker and more glossy. 
My plants are all grafted on 
to M. acutttinata fmm scions 
received from Jiangxi prov- 
ince in China by Tom Hudson 
(rI1228g). I just planted this 
variety in the gmund in zoog, 
but having previously sur- 
vived 6's (-1t'c) outside in a 
buried container, it is proba- 
bly nearly as hardy as the typ- 
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ical variety. It has handsome foliage and grafts very easily. I think this will 

be another winner here. Estimated hardiness: zone 7b. 

Magnolia fuivo 

Another Tom Hudson collection (rIII8o6) from Sapa, northern Vietnam, 

Magnolia fulva is a spectacular foliage magnolia that is not at all hardy here. 

It succumbed quickly when temperatures dropped below 20 F (-6. 7'c). For 

more information see Liu, page z64. Estimated hardiness: zone 9b. 

Magnoiio fuivo var. coicicoio 

Liu classified this as Michelia ca(cicala; Chen and Nooteboom (1993) immersed 

it into a very similar taxon, M. 1 ngrata; and recently Sima (zoo3) described 

it as a variety of M. fnlua, which in my view, is the best placement. This 

plant has so much fulvous pubescence (blonde or tawny colored) that the 

buds and twigs look like thick 

wool. The large bright green 
leaves are complemented 
with glaucous white under- 
sides, and the pretty yellow 
flowers are produced abun- 
dantly, even on small plants. 
Unfortunately, this very or- 
namental species may only 
be marginally hardy here. 
Atlanta Botanical Garden 
(Aac) has had it in the ground 
for several years and the plant 
has been standing still or de- 
clining somewhat. I estab- 
lished it in the ground at MGA 

this summer and already it is 
covered with bloom buds set 
for next spring. Regrettably, 
some photos and descrip- 
tions of this taxon have been 
previously published mis- 
takenly as Michelia xanthan- 
tha in some literature, includ- 

ing Magnolias and their AI(ies 
Magnolia fulva var calocola showiing densely wanly 

(Hunt, ed. , roo8, see page 
buds and glaucous backed leaves 

288). M. . ranthantha is a very 
different taxon — the twigs 
and buds are glabrous, not woolly. Mistakes like this often persist; for ex- 

ample, Aac still has their plant labeled as M. xanthaniha, Estimated hardi- 

ness: zone gb. 
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Magnolia maccfaml 

This magnolia was made famous by the words written in the notebook of 
its discoverer, Floyd McClure: "The fragrance of the flowers is the most 
intoxicating I ever breathed" (Dandy, r9z8). Even if it weren't a highly or- 
namental magnolia, McClure's inscription alone would be reason to try 
to grow it. I was unsuccessful with my first two attempts several years 
ago. More recently, a plant left out in a container during the entire of win- 
ter zooz/zoo3 suffered no damage, while others were killed or badly dam- 
aged. That plant has been planted out at LtGA this summer. See nice photos 
in Liu pages, z84-zgy. It's a real beauty. Some botanists consider Magnolia 
macclurei to be conspecific with Magnolia mediocris (Sima and Chalermglin, 
zooz). Estimated hardiness: zone Sb/9a. 

Magnolia martlnli 

Native to as far north as the Sichuan-Hubei Metasequoia region of China, 
this mostly glabrous, stemmed magnolia with five-inch pale yellow flow- 
ers should be hardy at MGA. Pat McCracken gave me a plant to try sever- 
al years ago, but I lost it. It grows for Pat in Raleigh, but took some dam- 
age this past winter. 

Magnolia maadlae 

This species, which is native to eastern China, has fairly large (6in (tg. zcm) 
diameter) fragrant, abundant, white flowers in the early spring at about 
the same time as M. zenii, which is normally in mid-February here. The 
fragrance is similar to that of Gardenia but far better, in my opinion. I' ve 
had it on test at MGA since r997 and it's never been significantly cold dam- 
aged, only a few burned leaves one or two times. Magnolia maudiae, which 
has buff evergreen leaves, slightly glaucous beneath, is distinctive in that 
the plant is almost entirely glabrous (Liu (zoo4) and Chen & Nooteboom 
(r993) report that it is completely glabrous. However, hairs that are visible 
with a hand lens can be found at the apex of flower buds). 

M. maudise is beautiful in both foliage and flower. So far, the main disad- 
vantage is the very early bloom. Unlike M. zenii flowers that can remain 
undamaged after several degrees of frost, M, msudiae blooms are easily ru- 
ined by light frost. During winter of zooS, this plant was in full bloom at 
nearby South Carolina Botanical Garden on January r4 after two weeks of 
no frost and daytime temperatures averaging 68's (zo'c). Two days later 
all the blooms were browned by frost. Obviously, later blooming selections 
should be sought out. Breeding opportunities exist between this and later 
blooming species such as Magnolia dianics. Plants often begin blooming at 
two or three years of age. Estimated hardiness: zone Sa. 
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Magnolia maudiae var. pfatypetala 
This taxon has been tossed around a bit taxonomically speaking. Chen 
and Nooteboom (t993) placed it into M. careleriei, and more recently Sima 
(zoos) repositioned it as a variety of M. uxtudiae. Also native to southeast- 
em China — but slightly north of M. mnudiae's range — it is similar to that 
species, except the flowers have broader tepals, the leaves are more glossy, 
and fine russet indumentum can be found on the stems, leaves (both sur- 
faces at first), petioles, etc. M. cavaleriei is also similar but the leaves are 
much longer and have silver-gray pubescence. Based on my observations, 
M, platypetola can easily stand by itself as a species. 

South Carolina Botanical Garden has a mature sized M. platypetnln grow- 
ing alongside M, rnaudinr, and clearly the latter taxon is superior in bloom 
(more flowers of slightly larger size; see photos Liu, page 3o6). Despite 
blooming very early (late February here), M. plntypetaln tends to break veg- 
etative dormancy rather late (mid May) and it lacks the vigor of other spe- 
cies — ten intemodes of growth (about 6 — Sin (t 5. zcm) inches) per year seem 
to be the norm even on young plants. Its attractive glossy foliage tends to 
drop off in spring as the new foliage slowly emerges, so the plant appears 
wanting for more foliage at that time. In spite of these apparent shortcom- 
ings, it has never been damaged at all by our winters; it's a good collector 
plant; and may be useful as a breeding parent (for hardiness). Estimated 
hardiness: zone yb. 

Magnolia odoro 

This, the former Miclrelia adorn and Tsoongiodeudron odorum, is a legendary 
magnolia species because of its elephantine fruits that are reported to be the 
largest in the genus (see photo). The individual carpels are sometimes over 
two inches long! I' ve failed with this taxon twice before, but possibly due 
to drought. A nice plant has been growing at l. c. Raulston Arboretum for 
many years, so I will be trying it again on various sites at NrcA. Estimated 
hardiness: zone Bb. 

Magnoiio shlfuensis 

This handsome magnolia (see photos, Liu, pages 314-315) native to China's 
Hainan Island, has just been planted out at MCA. Zeng Qing-Wen, of the 
South China Botanical Garden, once told me that this was his favorite mag- 
nolia. Based on its native range in tropical China, I doubt whether it is at 
all hardy here. Its inclusion in this paper is mainly to document its intro- 
duction into North America. I have sent cuttings to the Aac and they' ve 
been successfully propagated. A plant will eventually be positioned in 
their conservatory. 
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Enormous dehiscing fruit of Mognoio odoro. 

Section Magnolia 
Fifteen of the s6 species of this North and Central American group were 

formerly induded in section Theorhodon, which includes the familiar M. 
grandkflora. Since DNA data and morphology have since confirmed that 
Magnolia virginiana is part of the same group, the name section Theorhodon 

had to be dropped in favor section Magnolia since M. virginiana is the type 
species. Only one exotic species, Magnolia tantaulipana, appears to be hardy 
at MGA. This section resides within subgenus Magnolia, which differs from 

subgenus Yulania on many accounts: the most obvious being mid to late 
season flowering, usually after new leaves have been produced; and sta- 

mens which are caducous (meaning they fall off) during the onset of the 

male stage of the flower. 

Magnolia tamosslipono 

Native to Tamaulipas province in northwestern Mexico, M. tantaulipana 

(Vtzquez-G. , t994) is rock-solid hardy at MGA. It differs from its cousin, 
M, gr andtflora by the lack of red-brown indumentum on the leaves, stems, 
and buds, and by its flowers, which have red-purple pigment on both top 
and bottom of the stamens. Yucca-Do Nursery is selecting improved vari- 

eties — reportedly one with t4 — inch diameter flowers. Like M. grandiflora, it 
is hexaploid and therefore quite variable, and according to Pat McCracken 
some clones are not as hardy as others. I have several clones at MGA ttt- 

to 
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eluding 'Bronze Sentinel' and the John Allen Smith form. Estimated har- 

diness; zone ya. 

Section Manglfetla 
The former genus Manglietia is now more accurately placed within subge- 
nus Magnolia. Their closest relatives are probably those of the deciduous 
section Rhytidos perm am, which include the familiar Magnolia t ripetoia, and 
M. obovoto. Like their deciduous counterparts, species of section Manglietia 

often produce false whorls or leaf flushing when coming out of dorman- 

cy in the spring. They differ principally by their evergreen foliage (except 
for one species) and usually four or more seeds per fruiting carpel. Most of 
the 29, or so, species of the group are warm temperate to subtropical. All 

the hardy species are from China and northern Vietnam. 

Magnolia chevalerlel* 

Native to Vietnam and northern Laos, this magnolia was collected by 
Dan Hinkley and has been listed in Heronswood's catalog as Magnolia sp. 
HWI99621. It has been planted out at MGA for the past three years and dies 
back almost to the ground each winter. Although it grows back fairly vig- 

orously, it is dear to me that this species is too tender for us. Estimated har- 

diness: zone 9a. 

Magnolia conlfera* 

Often this taxon is listed as M. chingii, but since the synonymous M. co- 

nifera was published one year earlier, the name M. conifera takes priority. 
One can see from Liu (pages 13o-1St) that it produces small white blooms 
with long peduncles that are reminiscent of those of the Oyama magno- 
lias like M. sieboidii. The plant is a vigorous grower at MGA and the glossy 
thick dark green leaves are large (Bin (zo. 3cm) long, zin (S. rcm) wide) and 
very ornamental. Estimated hardiness: zone yb. 

Magnolia fordlano 

A very hardy, almost M. grandiflora-like plant, but with very narrow ever- 

green leaves and much smaller, white flowers that appear in May; M. fordiona 

is a proven hardy evergreen magnolia at MGA. It's native to a wide area of 
south China from Yunnan to Guangdong province. According to Chen and 
Nooteboom there are several named species that are synonymous with it 
such as Manglietio forrestii, Monglietio hoi nonensis, and Manglietio yuyuanen- 

sis. The latter form is under cultivation at MGA (and with Pat McCracken) 
and has never been damaged at either of our locations. Endemic to Yuyuan 
in Zhejing province (north of fordiono's range), this form differs from typ- 
ical M. fordiono by its smaller leaves and possibly increased hardiness. 
Flowers on both forms are Sweetbay-like and slightly fragrant. Fruits are 
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attractive shiny-red as they ripen. Estimated hardiness: ya (possibly 6b for 
Yuyuan form). 

Magnolia lnslgnls 

Magnolia insignia often produces red or partially red (or pink) flowers, and is 
similar to the previous species except the leaves are broader and not as cori- 
aceous (see photo). It produces flowers at an earlier age, evidently. Bowers 
are small and cup-shaped, opening in the early evening as in M. virginiana. 

Their fragrance is pleasant, 
similar to that of candied- 
watermelon. Native to a very 
wide area of southern China 
and west into the Himalayas 
and bordering countries, 
plants of M. insignia may 
understandably have vary- 
ing degrees of cold hardi- 
ness. I have plants from two 
sources (or provenances) and 
they are both hardy at MGA. 

As one can see from photos 
in Liu, pages tS6-tSy, the 
flower color can be stunning- 
ly red. Often, however, indi- 
vidual plants produce only 
white or slightly pink tinted 
blooms. Fortunately, this red 
form type has been distribut- 
ed to several nurseries in the 
us (via Piroche Nurseries, Pitt 

tttognolio tnsignis. A red-fiowenng form at the South 
Meadows, sc). The red flow- 
ering form has been crossed 
with M. virginiana producing 

a pink hybrid Sweetbay. Breeders should consider putting pollen of the red 
form onto a low ploidy M. gr andi flora. M, insignia breaks dormancy late in 
the spring like M. gr andi)lorn. Since it is such a widespread species, there 
are undoubtedly many synonyms including M. patungensis, M. maguanica, 
and M, cari mt na (the later species even shares the same photo subject as M. 
insignia in Liu, pages tz7, tSy). Estimated hardiness: zone 7b. 

Magnolia megaPhylla* 

A spectacular foliage species, M. megaphylla is only mentioned here because 
plants have been tested at Aso and will soon be tested here. Native to a few 
groves of individuals in ss Yunnan and neighboring Guangxi, M. mega- 
phylla is under China's State Protection Category n. From the distance, the 
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tree looks like the American 
Magnolia tnpelnlo — same size/ 
shape leaves and positioned 
in false whorls on the branch 
tips (see photo, and Liu, pag- 
es t68-I69). Closer examina- 
tion reveals the bright rus- 
set colored hairs that cov- 
er the stems, buds, petioles 
and veins of leafbacks. This 
species has declined every 
year at Aso and is very like- 

ly not hardy. I may keep a 

plant under glass just in case 
it should become extinct in 

China. This could aid in its 
re-establishment there if ever 
necessary. Estimated hardi- 
ness: zone 9a. 

Magnolia moto* 

Slightly resembling the pre- 
vious species but with much 
smaller leaves is M. moto. 
Native to Guangdong prov- A Magnolia megophyllo growing in Yunnan, China 

ince in ss China, this magno- resembles an evergreen version of M. tnpetala. 

lia seems at least partially har- 

dy at LIGA. After dying back to the ground (about 6 years ago) the plant is 

gradually coming back. I' ve acquired another specimen to plant in a more 
favorable location. Flowers are small, white with red-purple stamens and 
resemble those of M. conifero. Estimated hardiness: zone Sb. 

Magnolia PachyPhylla* 

This magnolia was introduced to North America via seed sent to me from 
the South China Botanical Garden in zoot. I have two plants and a third 
was given to IvfcMahan's Nursery, Clermont Georgia, for propagation and 
backup. Discovered in Guangdong province in t96t, M. pochyphyllo, as its 
name suggests, has the most rigid coriaceous leaves of any magnolia dis- 
cussed here. New growth is a very attractive purple-red (see photo) and 
since the plant continues to grow into late summer, we are able to enjoy the 
purple foliage through the entire growing season. According to Liu, flowers 
are similar to, or perhaps a little larger, than in M. fordionrt. Since I planted 
it three years ago, it comes through the winter in pristine condition. I be- 
lieve it has outstanding horticultural potential for southeastern us and be- 
yond. Estimated hardiness: zone 7b (?a?), 

I3 
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Magnolia pochyphyllo pmduces new, purple-pIgmented leaves all season long. 

Section Gwllllmla 

Many of the t6 species in this Asian section of subgenus Magnolia roughly 
resemble the American M. grandsflora except for their generally larger leaves 
and prominent stipule scars on the leaf petioles. They ase native to southern 
China and southward. So far, only one species is considered temperate. 

Mognofie defaveyi 

Most of us are familiar with this outstanding species that some say has the 
most spectacular evergreen foliage of any magnolia. Although fine speci- 
mens are cultivated in Ireland, parts of ulc and western Europe, and along 
the Pacific Coast of the vs; I know of no established plant of M. delavayi in 
southeastern us. I' ve tried it five times at MGA but all of these declined and 
died out after three to five years. This year I noticed that seedlings in two- 
gallon containers lost turgidity (leaves and stems went limp) on hot sum- 
mer days, even in shade, while other magnolias did not. Perhaps this species 
requires cool soil like that of its montane habitat in Yunnan China. I have 
planted out several two-year-old seedlings in cooler situations here at MGA, 

this year. So far, these are doing better than when in containers. Hopefully, 
I will be able to get one or two established. Breeders should consider cross- 
ing this species with M, virginiana — both have leaves with white backs yet 
one is easy to cultivate the other is not. Perhaps such a cross would give 
us a delavayi-like magnolia for the southeast. 
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Magnolia lotongensis showing its highly pohshed, red Spnng foliage. 

Section Gynofsosltsm (open-leaf magnollas) 
With the famous Magnolia nitida as its type species, this section is main- 
tained in the new classification but it is now also placed in its own subge- 
nus Gynopodium along with a new section Mnnglietiastrum (which contains 
the former Mnnglietinstrum sinicum, and the two former Pnchylnnsax spp. ). 
They are separated from the other two subgenera by two important char- 
acters: all species in this subgenus are completely glabrous (have no hairs 
on plant parts) and their new leaves emerge from the buds in an open po- 
sition instead of folded in half. Section Gynopodi um has sometimes been re- 

ferred to as genus Parakmeria, especially in China (see Liu, page 336). The 
nine Magnolias of subgenus Gynopodisnn are native to parts of South China 
southwestward to adjacent countries in continental ss Asia. Only one spe- 
cies is likely fully hardy here. 

Magnolia ioturlgensls 

Also known as M. nitidn var. lotungensis, Mngnolia lotungensis should stand 
alone as a species since it is hexaploid, while M. nitida is diploid. Also, 
M. lotungensis is androdioecious, meaning that some individual trees pro- 
duce male flowers only, while M. nitidn has only bisexual flowering indi- 

viduals. Having never received any winter damage, this species is fully 

hardy at MGA as well as at Raleigh (per Pat McCracken). The thick rubbery 
leaves are bright red when first produced (see photo) and are only r. 3 — sin 
(3. 8-3. rcm) long, but these shiny leaves are this species' most ornamental 
feature. My largest specimen, nearly soft (6. rm) tall, is built like an ever- 

IS 
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green column with a spread of only four feet. While mine hasn't yet flow- 
ered, blooms are similar to M. niiida except stamens are pink-purple in- 
stead of white. Estimated hardiness: zone ya (6b?). 

Magnolia yunnonensfs 

Native to Yunnan, this species is similar to the previous one except for its 
consistently larger leaves with thinner, less coreaceous texture. I' ve seen 
large specimens in Yunnan China and they resemble M, grandiflora from a 
distance. I' ve tried two plants at Moss one was killed to the ground while 
the other was severely damaged. Estimated hardiness: zone 9a. 

Concluding Comments 
Except for the M. figo group (induding M. dianica), which can be rather 
shrub-like, the ultimate height of these magnolias is not certain, since most 
have been cultivated only a few years or so. My best guess is that one could 
expect these could grow to about 3o feet (about 9 meters), or so, in height. 
Hopefully, we will soon learn more. 

I am confident that the body of knowledge on the culture of evergreen 
magnolias will continue to expand rapidly in the years to come. Moreover, 
many evergreen species still haven't been introduced from China or other 
places yet. For example, none of the 4o or so species from South America 
(Lozano-C. , t994) has ever been cultivated outside its native land! Some 
of these grow in cool high elevation habitats, thus it is possible that a few 
could be temperate. As you can see, the future looks bright for variety in 
evergreen magnolias. 

Author's note: Asterisked names for some section Manglietia taxa indi- 
cate that those particular taxa have not been properly published with ge- 
nus Magnolia names as of this writing. M. pachyphyl!a will have to be re- 
named since the specific epithet had been previously assigned to another 
taxon in Magnolia. 

I would like to dedicate this paper Io the memory of Joe McDaniel, u&hose passion 
for magnalias raus second to none. 
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